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OutlineOutline

�� DualDual--readout calorimetry and techniquesreadout calorimetry and techniques
�� ADRIANO simulation studiesADRIANO simulation studies
�� Prototype R&DPrototype R&D

Future prospectsFuture prospects
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�� Future prospectsFuture prospects
�� ConclusionsConclusions
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Dual Readout CalorimetryDual Readout Calorimetry
Total calorimeter energy: use two measured signals and two, energy-independent, 

calibration constants

Non-gaussian

40 GeV ππππ

TIPP2011 TIPP2011 -- ChicagoChicago
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From calibration

@ 1 Energy only 

Non-gaussian

gaussian

C. Gatto C. Gatto -- INFNINFN
We are measuring fem event-by-event
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THE ORIGINAL APPROACHTHE ORIGINAL APPROACH

SamplingSampling DualDual--readoutreadout (DREAM and 4(DREAM and 4thth Concept)Concept)

After several years of simulations and studies with  ILCroot we have learnt After several years of simulations and studies with  ILCroot we have learnt 
that Sampling Dualthat Sampling Dual--readout (i.e. readout (i.e. DualDual--readoutreadout with with PASSIVEPASSIVE absorber) absorber) 
has:has:

�� ProsPros

� First working example of dual-readout calorimeter

� Scintillation and Cerenkov light are produced in distinct and optically separated 
volumes

� Simulations confirm test beam data (more or less) and improvement in energy 
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� Simulations confirm test beam data (more or less) and improvement in energy 
resolution

� Cheap to build (brass and plastic fibers)

�� ConsCons

� Sampling is far too coarse shower generated by EM particles

� Cerenkov light in fibers is very dim (~7.5 pe/Gev)

� Large unbalance between Scintillation signal (~200 pe/Gev) vs Cerenkov (~7.5 
pe/GeV)

� Too many fibers to be routed to FEE for a 4π calorimeters

TIPP2011 TIPP2011 -- ChicagoChicago C. C. GattoGatto -- INFNINFN



Sampling vs Integrally ActiveSampling vs Integrally Active
Sampling frequency to be compared to absorption length of bulk of the particles in the Sampling frequency to be compared to absorption length of bulk of the particles in the 

shower (not Xshower (not Xoo nor nor λλII): ): i.e 1 mm for ei.e 1 mm for e -- (1 MeV e(1 MeV e-- in typical in typical EMEM showersshowers))

Sampling Calorimeter (1mm fiber pitch)

%1.1/%24/ 5.0 ⊕= EEEσ Consequences: Consequences: 

Need a front EM Need a front EM 
sectionsection

Consequences: Consequences: 

large unbalance between large unbalance between 
scintillation and Cerenkov scintillation and Cerenkov 

signalssignals

66

Č signal from eČ signal from e--@45 GeV vs impact point [cm]@45 GeV vs impact point [cm]
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Scintillation
200 pe/GeV

Cerenkov
7.5 pe/GeV



Combine the advantages of Combine the advantages of 
sampling and total active techniquessampling and total active techniques

ADRIANOADRIANO technique: i.e. embedd scintillating fibers technique: i.e. embedd scintillating fibers 
into heavy glassinto heavy glass

� Active Cerenkov component: Optical Heavy Glass

�� It functions as an It functions as an activeactive absorberabsorber
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�� It functions as an It functions as an activeactive absorberabsorber

�� No scintillation light No scintillation light 

�� Lots of Cerenkov photons thanks to Lots of Cerenkov photons thanks to nnII=1.95 (for =1.95 (for λλ ~ 510 nm)~ 510 nm)

� Scintillating component: scintillating fibers

�� Optically separatedOptically separated from Cerenkov absorberfrom Cerenkov absorber

�� Control the scintillation/Cerenkov signal with appropriate pitch between Control the scintillation/Cerenkov signal with appropriate pitch between 
fibersfibers

�� ΓΓADRIANOADRIANO = 8% (fraction of fiber volume)= 8% (fraction of fiber volume)
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ADRIANO ADRIANO LayoutLayout

�� Cells dimensions:Cells dimensions: 4x4x180 cm4x4x180 cm33

�� Absorber and Cerenkov radiatorAbsorber and Cerenkov radiator::
SF57HHT (for now)SF57HHT (for now)

�� λλII ~ 7.5 ~ 7.5 (with(with SF57HHT)SF57HHT)

�� Cerenkov light collectionCerenkov light collection:: 8 BCF92 8 BCF92 
fiber/cellfiber/cell

• Fully modular structure
• 2-D with longitudinal shower COG via
Light division techniques

88

fiber/cellfiber/cell

�� Scintillation regionScintillation region:: SCSF81J fibers, SCSF81J fibers, 
dia. 1mm, pitch 4mm (total 100/cell) dia. 1mm, pitch 4mm (total 100/cell) 
inside 100inside 100µµm thin steel capillary (opt.)m thin steel capillary (opt.)

�� Particle IDParticle ID:: 4 BCF92 fiber/cell (black 4 BCF92 fiber/cell (black 
painted except for foremost 20 cm) painted except for foremost 20 cm) 

�� ReadoutReadout:: front and back SiPMfront and back SiPM

�� COG zCOG z--measurement:measurement: light division light division 
applied to SCSF81J fibersapplied to SCSF81J fibers
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Heavy glasses vs crystals Heavy glasses vs crystals 
for Dualfor Dual--readout calorimetryreadout calorimetry

GlassGlass CrystalsCrystals
Light production mechanismLight production mechanism Only Cerenkov (minor fluorescence with Only Cerenkov (minor fluorescence with 

some SF glasses)some SF glasses)

Cerenkov + scintillationCerenkov + scintillation

Stability vs ambiental (Temp, Stability vs ambiental (Temp, 
humidity, etc)humidity, etc)

ExcellentExcellent PoorPoor

Stability vs purityStability vs purity Very good if optical transmittance is OKVery good if optical transmittance is OK Very poorVery poor
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Stability vs purityStability vs purity Very good if optical transmittance is OKVery good if optical transmittance is OK Very poorVery poor

Longitudinal SizeLongitudinal Size Up to 2mUp to 2m 2020--30 cm max30 cm max

CostCost 0.8 EUR/cm0.8 EUR/cm33 1010--100 EUR/ cm100 EUR/ cm33

DensityDensity 6.6 gr/cm6.6 gr/cm33 ( commercially available)( commercially available) Up to 8Up to 8--9 gr/cm9 gr/cm33

Radiation hardnessRadiation hardness Medium (recoverable via UV annealing for Medium (recoverable via UV annealing for 

PbPb--glass) or unknown (for Biglass) or unknown (for Bi--glass)glass)

variesvaries
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Simulation Studies with Simulation Studies with 

ILCroot on ILCroot on ADRIANOADRIANO

techniquestechniques

1010

V. Di BenedettoV. Di Benedetto

C. GattoC. Gatto

A. MazzacaneA. Mazzacane
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ADRIANOADRIANO simulations in ILCrootsimulations in ILCroot

� ADRIANO is a melting pot of well established
experimental methodologies

� All algorithms are implemented parametrically

� Use known experimental setups to normalize the 

1111

� Use known experimental setups to normalize the 
overall results:

� DREAM for scintillating light production (fiber 
calorimeter is OK, BGO+fibers not quite there)

� CHORUS for instrumental effects with sci-fibers

� R. Dollan Work for WLS light collection with SF57
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Photon yield:Photon yield:

SamplingSampling vs vs integrally activeintegrally active

Scintillation
200 pe/GeV

Scintillation
>255 pe/GeV

Sampling Calorimeter ADRIANO Calorimeter

40 Gev pionsILCRoot simulation

1212

Cerenkov
7.5 pe/GeV

Cerenkov
360 pe/GeV
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ADRIANO Light Yield and E resolutionADRIANO Light Yield and E resolution

Pitch [mmPitch [mm22]]

DiameterDiameter

2x22x2

1mm1mm

3x33x3

1mm1mm

4x44x4

1mm1mm

5x55x5

1mm1mm

6x66x6

1mm1mm

4x44x4

1.4mm1.4mm

4x44x4

2mm2mm

4x44x4

Thick capillaryThick capillary

SamplingSampling

<pe<peSS/GeV>/GeV> 10531053 430430 254254 163163 124124 500500 110110 250250 200200

<pe<peCC/GeV>/GeV> 340340 360360 360360 355355 355355 355355 350350 350350 7.57.5

Integrally Active  with Double side readout (ADRIANO)            Sampling

Baseline
configuration

1-side
readout

Fiber pitches: 2mmx2mm through 6mmx6mm fiber diameter: 1mm – 1.4mm – 2 mm

C. C. GattoGatto -- INFNINFNTIPP2011 TIPP2011 -- ChicagoChicago
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ILCRoot simulation All numbers include the effect of photodetector QE
1313

%5.1/%23/ ⊕= EEEσ

Fiber pitches: 2mmx2mm through 6mmx6mm

%2/%33/ ⊕= EEEσ

%2/%26/ ⊕= EEEσ

fiber diameter: 1mm – 1.4mm – 2 mm



From Dual to Triple ReadoutFrom Dual to Triple Readout
Disentangling the effect of neutrons from waveform

Time history of the Scint pe

Neutron contribution

Time history of the scintillation signal 
in an ADRIANO module for π-@40 
GeV. 

The contribution after 35 ns is from 

40 Gev pions
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( ) ( )
neutronsn

SC

SCCCSS
HCAL E

EE
E ⋅+

−
−⋅⋅−−⋅⋅= η

ηη
ηηηη 11

Neutron contribution

ILCRoot simulation

Triple readout aka Dual Readout with time history readout

The contribution after 35 ns is from 
neutrons only. The distribution has 
been fitted with a triple exponential 
function
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ADRIANO in Triple readout configurationADRIANO in Triple readout configuration
Pion beams

Fiber pitches: 2mmx2mm through 6mmx6mm

Baseline 
configuration

Baseline 
configuration

fiber diameter: 1mm – 1.4mm – 2 mm

TIPP2011 TIPP2011 -- ChicagoChicago
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%6.0/%20/ ⊕= EEEσ

ILCRoot simulation

%1/%28/ ⊕= EEEσ

C. C. GattoGatto -- INFNINFN

%1/%24/ ⊕= EEEσ



Overcoming the Limitations of a Overcoming the Limitations of a 

22--D CalorimeterD Calorimeter
�� ADRIANOADRIANO is a 2is a 2--D calorimeterD calorimeter

�� Easier to build and to calibrateEasier to build and to calibrate

�� Fewer number of channelsFewer number of channels

1616

Fewer number of channelsFewer number of channels

�� No cracks nor unhomogeneities due to No cracks nor unhomogeneities due to 

longitudinal segmentationlongitudinal segmentation

�� However, in principle, it misses the ability to However, in principle, it misses the ability to 

determine the longitudinal shower profiledetermine the longitudinal shower profile

TIPP2011 TIPP2011 -- ChicagoChicago C. C. GattoGatto -- INFNINFN



Adding the 3Adding the 3rdrd Dimension info Dimension info 

with light division methodswith light division methods
� Determine Center of Gravity of showers by ratio of front vs back scintillation light

�� It works because  It works because  λλ81J81J = 3.5 m = 3.5 m 

� Similar to charge division methods in drift chambers with resistive wires

�� A technique already adopted by UA1 and ZEUSSA technique already adopted by UA1 and ZEUSS

100 Gev pions

Front-Back Scintillation light vs true shower CoG

TIPP2011 TIPP2011 -- ChicagoChicago C. C. GattoGatto -- INFNINFN
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Instrumental effects
included in ILCroot :

• SiPM with ENF=1.016

• Fiber non-uniformity 
response = 0.6% (scaled 
from CHORUS)

• Threashold = 3 pe (SiPM 
dark current < 50 kHz)

• ADC with 14 bits

• Constant 1 pe noise.

ILCRoot simulation

Front-Back Scintillation light vs true shower CoG

100 GeV π-

cmEcmz 4.0/30 ⊕=σ



Leakage inLeakage in 180 cm long180 cm long ADRIANOADRIANO module module 
Uncorrected scintillating signal Uncorrected Cerenkov signal

leakage

100 Gev pionsILCRoot simulation

TIPP2011 TIPP2011 -- ChicagoChicago C. C. GattoGatto -- INFNINFN
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Applying leakage corrections from Applying leakage corrections from 

CoG measured with a light divisionCoG measured with a light division
Uncorrected scintillating signal Corrected scintillating signal

overcorrection

100 Gev pionsILCRoot simulation

TIPP2011 TIPP2011 -- ChicagoChicago C. C. GattoGatto -- INFNINFN
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Identifying EM Showers in Identifying EM Showers in ADRIANOADRIANO

�� Use QUse Q2020 fibers and (Sfibers and (S--Q)/(S+Q) to disentangle EM particles  from hadronsQ)/(S+Q) to disentangle EM particles from hadrons

�� Use EUse ECerenkovCerenkov from heavy glass from heavy glass ONLYONLY for EM showersfor EM showers

pions pionselectrons

electrons

ILCRoot simulation

Q20<0.155

TIPP2011 TIPP2011 -- ChicagoChicago C. C. GattoGatto -- INFNINFN

2020

Q20>0.51

Pion 
contamination:

3% 

Electron 
efficiency:

99.0% 



ADRIANO EM Resolution ADRIANO EM Resolution 
(with and without instrumental effects)(with and without instrumental effects)

�� Compare standard DualCompare standard Dual--readout method vs Cerenkov signal only (after electronreadout method vs Cerenkov signal only (after electron--ID)ID)

�� Blue curve includes instrumental effects. Red curve is for perfect readoutBlue curve includes instrumental effects. Red curve is for perfect readout

Dual-readout (scintillating+Cerenkov)

Blue curve includes

• SiPM’s ENF
• Constant 

noise

Use only Cerenkov light

TIPP2011 TIPP2011 -- ChicagoChicago C. C. GattoGatto -- INFNINFN
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ILCRoot simulation

%4/%19/ ⊕= EEEσ
Different capillary

thickness

noise
• Fiber non-

uniformity
• 14 bit ADC
• 3pe threshold

%4.0/%5/ ⊕= EEEσ

�� Using Cerenkov signal only for EM showers gives Using Cerenkov signal only for EM showers gives 5%/5%/√√√√√√√√EE energy resolution energy resolution 

while full fledged dualwhile full fledged dual--readout gives only readout gives only 19%/19%/√√√√√√√√EE (including FEE effects)(including FEE effects)

ADRIANO does not need a front EM section



Fabrication Technology #1:Fabrication Technology #1:
Diamond tools machiningDiamond tools machining

�� ProPro

�� Minimal R&D requiredMinimal R&D required

�� Room temp (min effect on nRoom temp (min effect on nDD))

�� It allows construction of longer It allows construction of longer 

cellscells

�� ConsCons

�� Longer fabrication processLonger fabrication process

�� Large wasteLarge waste

�� Lower light outputLower light output

2222

cellscells
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Fabrication Technology #2:Fabrication Technology #2:
Precision moldingPrecision molding

�� ProPro

�� Cheapest and fastest (15 min) Cheapest and fastest (15 min) 

�� Optical finishing with no extra Optical finishing with no extra 

stepssteps

�� Low temp cycle (min effect on nLow temp cycle (min effect on nDD))

�� ConsCons

�� Molds are expensivesMolds are expensives

�� Lots of R&DLots of R&D

�� Lower light outputLower light output

2323

Low temp cycle (min effect on nLow temp cycle (min effect on nDD))
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Fabrication Technology #3:Fabrication Technology #3:
Glass meltingGlass melting

�� ProPro

�� Build entire cell in one stepBuild entire cell in one step

�� Very robust mechanical structureVery robust mechanical structure

�� ConsCons

�� High temperature cycleHigh temperature cycle

�� Extra passive materialExtra passive material

�� Easy to get glass defectsEasy to get glass defects

2424
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SEM/XRD analysis of glass samplesSEM/XRD analysis of glass samples

0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

Series1

Series2

Air bubbles

XRD spectrum

Perfect sample 
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Perfect sample 
(same as original)
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Fabrication Technology #4:Fabrication Technology #4:
Laser + diamond drillingLaser + diamond drilling

�� ProPro

�� Orthogonal layoutOrthogonal layout

�� Potentially highest light outputPotentially highest light output

�� Fine longitudinal segmentationFine longitudinal segmentation

�� ConsCons

�� Early stages of R&DEarly stages of R&D

�� Glass easily cracksGlass easily cracks

2626

Nd-YAG 
laser
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Scintillating GlassScintillating Glass

�� Scintillation and Cerenkov at the same time in a totally Scintillation and Cerenkov at the same time in a totally 

homogeneous active absorberhomogeneous active absorber

�� Major issues: Major issues: 

�� absorption lines in rare earths induce absorption lines in rare earths induce ČČ-->S shift>S shift

2727

�� absorption lines in rare earths induce absorption lines in rare earths induce ČČ-->S shift>S shift

�� Need high densityNeed high density

�� Separate the two problems:Separate the two problems:

�� Fix the optical problem by finding the correct ratio of oxidesFix the optical problem by finding the correct ratio of oxides

�� Increase the density with proper vetrous matrix (BiO and WO Increase the density with proper vetrous matrix (BiO and WO 

under consideration)under consideration)

TIPP2011 TIPP2011 -- ChicagoChicago C. C. GattoGatto -- INFNINFN



Rare Earth Based Heavy GlassesRare Earth Based Heavy Glasses
�� Rare earths oxides + HoRare earths oxides + Ho22OO33 +  ZnO + P+  ZnO + P22OO55+B+B22OO33+SiO+SiO2 2 

Composition Density 
(g/cm3)

CeO2 3,3776

Pr6O11 3,7445

Dy2O3 3,8851

Er2O3 4,0690

Nd O 4,2441

2828

Nd2O3 4,2441

TIPP2011 TIPP2011 -- ChicagoChicago C. C. GattoGatto -- INFNINFN

*samples 
have different 

thickness



Department of Materials and Department of Materials and 
Environmental EngineeringEnvironmental Engineering
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T1015 Test Beam ProgramT1015 Test Beam Program

�� Three test beam at FTBF by March 2012Three test beam at FTBF by March 2012

�� SiPM by BKF and INFN TriesteSiPM by BKF and INFN Trieste

�� Several parameters to optimize (layout, fab. Several parameters to optimize (layout, fab. 

tech., polishing, optical coupling, SiPM, etc.)tech., polishing, optical coupling, SiPM, etc.)

3030

tech., polishing, optical coupling, SiPM, etc.)tech., polishing, optical coupling, SiPM, etc.)

�� Extended simulation supportExtended simulation support

�� 29 people involved29 people involved

TIPP2011 TIPP2011 -- ChicagoChicago C. C. GattoGatto -- INFNINFN



Spring 2011 Test Beam: Spring 2011 Test Beam: 
3 cells3 cells

3131
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ADRIANOADRIANO calorimetry in T1015 Collaborationcalorimetry in T1015 Collaboration

�� Fermilab based T1015 collaboration is finalizing its MOUFermilab based T1015 collaboration is finalizing its MOU

�� It exploit new techniques based on heavy glass (no sampling It exploit new techniques based on heavy glass (no sampling 
calorimetry nor crystals)calorimetry nor crystals)

�� It gathers 5 INFN institutions + FermilabIt gathers 5 INFN institutions + Fermilab

�� First year R&D on fabrication techniques already producing clear directionsFirst year R&D on fabrication techniques already producing clear directions

�� Precision molding technique (ADRIANO) and DyPrecision molding technique (ADRIANO) and Dy--doping (scintillating heavy doping (scintillating heavy 
glass) most promisingglass) most promising
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glass) most promisingglass) most promising

�� Starting in year 2012 will exploit:Starting in year 2012 will exploit:
�� A laserA laser--based technique coupled with diamond millingbased technique coupled with diamond milling

�� HighHigh--tech, finely polished , Pttech, finely polished , Pt--Ir coated (Ra ~ 5Ir coated (Ra ~ 5--10 nm) molds 10 nm) molds 

�� Dedicated, high speed (< 30 min) molding machine (if funds allow)Dedicated, high speed (< 30 min) molding machine (if funds allow)

�� Talks in progress with Ohara for sponsorship/partership for bismuth optical Talks in progress with Ohara for sponsorship/partership for bismuth optical 
glass (6.6 gr/cm3)glass (6.6 gr/cm3)

�� At present is looking for International CollaboratorsAt present is looking for International Collaborators

TIPP2011 TIPP2011 -- ChicagoChicago C. C. GattoGatto -- INFNINFN



ConclusionsConclusions

� The novel ADRIANO dual-readout technique has been presented

�� Full simulations and studies are well advanced Full simulations and studies are well advanced 

� Results from current studies are very encouraging

�� Prototype R&D is in full progress within T1015 collaborationPrototype R&D is in full progress within T1015 collaboration

� Correctly matching calorimetric techniques with SiPM and FFE is 
crucial for the success

3333

crucial for the success

�� The newly formed T1015 Collaboration will address these issues and The newly formed T1015 Collaboration will address these issues and 
exploit new techniques based on heavy glassexploit new techniques based on heavy glass

� Next two-three years are of paramount importance to master the 
technology and validate the simulations 

�� We are currently looking for collaboration with other  groups and We are currently looking for collaboration with other  groups and 
institutionsinstitutions
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Backup SlidesBackup Slides
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Backup SlidesBackup Slides
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The major source of fluctuations: The major source of fluctuations: femfem

π±,p,n e±,πo,γ,η

total

40 Gev pions

Scintillating signal from ADRIANO calorimeter

TIPP2011 TIPP2011 -- ChicagoChicago C. C. GattoGatto -- INFNINFN
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ILCRoot simulation



The major source of fluctuations: The major source of fluctuations: femfem

π±,p,n e±,πo,γ,η

total

40 Gev pions

Scintillating signal from ADRIANO calorimeter

TIPP2011 TIPP2011 -- ChicagoChicago C. C. GattoGatto -- INFNINFN
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ILCRoot simulation



The major source of fluctuations: The major source of fluctuations: femfem

π±,p,n e±,πo,γ,η

total

ηηηη=e/h≠1

40 Gev pions

Scintillating signal from ADRIANO calorimeter

TIPP2011 TIPP2011 -- ChicagoChicago C. C. GattoGatto -- INFNINFN
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ILCRoot simulation



Neutron fluctuationsNeutron fluctuations 45 GeV π-

Cerenkov signal vs Neutron fraction in 4th Concept calorimeter
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ILCRoot simulation
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Dual Readout CalorimetryDual Readout Calorimetry
i.e.: two distinct calorimeters sharing the same absorber
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( ) ( )
SC

SCCCSS
HCAL

EE
E

ηη
ηηηη

−
−⋅⋅−−⋅⋅= 11

fem is:
1. 1) Energy dependent  ->  the calorimeter is non linear
2. 2) Fluctuating event-by-event -> the energy resolution is non gaussian if ηs√≠ηc

If ηs√≠ηc then the system can be solved for EHCAL

We are measuring fem event-by-event
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Calibration à la DREAMCalibration à la DREAM
�� EESS and Eand ECC for electron beam is equivalent to pion beam for electron beam is equivalent to pion beam 

when when femfem=1=1
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�� Final calibration with pions:Final calibration with pions:
minimize minimize 

χχ22(E(EHCALHCAL––EEbeambeam))








 Cη

electrons
pions

Step 2

( ) ( )
SC

SCCCSS
HCAL

EE
E

ηη
ηηηη

−
−⋅⋅−−⋅⋅= 11

ILCRoot simulation



Calibration à la TWICECalibration à la TWICE
�� Take advantage of the fact that Take advantage of the fact that ηηSS and and ηηCC are energy are energy 

independentindependent
�� Use a sample of Use a sample of nn pions of pions of ANYANY known energyknown energy
�� For the For the ii--thth pion rewrite the dual readout equation as:pion rewrite the dual readout equation as:

TIPP2011 TIPP2011 -- ChicagoChicago C. C. GattoGatto -- INFNINFN
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�� Then, from LR analysisThen, from LR analysis

ILCRoot simulation
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Integrally absorbing calorimetry with SF glass and crystalsIntegrally absorbing calorimetry with SF glass and crystals
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SiPM QE

SiPM by FBKSiPM by FBK

BCF92
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ILCroot: root IILCroot: root Infrastructurenfrastructure forfor LLargearge CCollidersolliders

� C++ Software architecture based on root, VMC & Alir oot
� G3, G4, Fluka + all ROOT tools (I/O, graphics, PROOF, data structure, etc)

� Single framework, from generation to reconstruction  through simulation 
and analysis

� Main add-ons Aliroot:

1. Interface to external generator files in various format (MARS, STDHEP, txt, etc.)

2. Standalone VTX track fitter

4545

2. Standalone VTX track fitter

3. Pattern recognition from VTX (for silicon central trackers)

4. Parametric beam background (# integrated bunch crossing chosen at run time)

• Growing number of experiments have adopted it: Alice (LHC), Opera 
(LNGS), (Meg), CMB (GSI), Panda(GSI), 4th Concept, (SiLC ?) and LHeC 

• It is Publicly available at FNAL on ILCSIM since 2006
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Reading Heavy Glass light using Reading Heavy Glass light using 

WLS Fibers: Desy techniqueWLS Fibers: Desy technique
http://www-zeuthen.desy.de/lcdet/Feb_05_WS/talks/rd_lcdet_sim.pdf From LHCB studies

4646

R. Dollan
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R&D on optical glass meltingR&D on optical glass melting
Before termal cycle

Melting furnace in air

All tests performed
with F2 glass

4747

After termal cycle

Melting furnace in vacuum
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Cons N.4: Too many fibers for a 4Cons N.4: Too many fibers for a 4ππ calorimetercalorimeter

� Define Γ =(total area of photodetector/total external calorimeter area).

�� ΓΓ takes into account:takes into account:

�� The needed photodetector area to read circular fibers with optimum packingThe needed photodetector area to read circular fibers with optimum packing

�� Th crowdiness of your FEETh crowdiness of your FEE

� At present: 

�� ΓΓDREAMDREAM = = ~~24%. 24%. ΓΓ4th Concept 4th Concept = = ~~ 21%. 21%. 

Very largeVery large

4848

� This issue is honestly recognized by DREAM Collaboration: 

� Goal is ΓΓΓΓ < 10%

“…The grouping of the
fibers was labor intensive and required the fibers to extend about 50 cm beyond the end of the
calorimeter. While this worked very well in the beam tests, it probably would not scale well
with the lateral size of the calorimeter….”

Excerpt from:
R.Wigmans, et al., Dual-Readout Calorimetry for the ILC -
A University Program of Accelerator and Detector Research for the
International Linear Collider (vol. III) FY 2005 - FY 2007
Available at: http://www.hep.uiuc.edu/LCRD/LCRD\_UCLC\_proposal
\_FY05/6\_16\_Wigmans\_LCRD1.pdf
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Largest advantage of sampling DualLargest advantage of sampling Dual--readout:readout:

DistinctDistinct vs vs homogeneoushomogeneous active regionsactive regions
�� DREAM test beam:DREAM test beam: compare separation effeciency in 2 separate compare separation effeciency in 2 separate 

media vs 1 homogeneous crystalmedia vs 1 homogeneous crystal

�� 2 metodologies of extracting 2 metodologies of extracting SS and and CC signals from a crystalsignals from a crystal
With sampling With sampling 

techniques techniques 

S & C signals very S & C signals very 

well separatedwell separated

4949

With homogeneous With homogeneous 
techniques  techniques  

S & C signals S & C signals 

marginally marginally 
separatedseparated
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CoG resolution for hadronic particles in CoG resolution for hadronic particles in 

ADRIANO module with Light Division MethodsADRIANO module with Light Division Methods

•Module length: 180 cm
•Fiber type: Kuraray 
SCSF81J 
•Fiber pitch:4mmx4mm 
•Fiber Diameter: 1 mm

cmEcmz 4.0/30 ⊕=σ

Pion beams

5050

•Fiber Diameter: 1 mm

INCLUDES SIMULATION 
OF INSTRUMENTAL 

EFFECTS

ILCRoot simulation

cmEcmz 4.0/30
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